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ABSTRACT

Education aims at creation of teaching and learning environments not only to produce more knowledgeable, skilled individuals but also to bring about positive changes in the attitudes and values of the learners. Higher education is of vital importance for the country, as it is a powerful tool to build knowledge-based society of the 21st Century it has formed a permanence basis for the progress of human beings and emphasized to make skilled leaders in different fields of the society. The main purpose of this paper is to study the expansion of higher education in India. In India, Higher Education had its roots in early time. It is the outcome of a long socio-historical process of evolution. From the early 5th and 7th century A.D. some educational monks have introduced higher education in India. Since independence higher education in our country has spread rapidly. This is because of the visionary planning of the leader's, educationists and policy-makers of our country.

1. Introduction

In the history of mankind, education has formed a continuum and a basis for the progress of human society. Education being a multipurpose process, not only inculcates social, economic and cultural awareness in humanity, but is also an important medium for grasping and promoting life enhancing values among human beings. Overall growth and development of any country depends on education of her countrymen. It plays a vital role in the life of an individual as well as society. For individual, education helps to discipline the mind, sharpens the intellect and refines the spirit. In case of social change, education has a special significance as stated by the Indian Education Commission (1964-66): “the realization of the country’s aspirations involves changes in the knowledge, skills and values of the people as a whole”. If this change in a grand scale is to be achieved without a violent revolution, the only one instrument that be used is “EDUCATION”.

2. Concept of Higher Education

The term “Higher Education” carries two meaning. At first, it is critical learning which is above the memory level and is known as reflective learning. In this sense higher education is taken as the higher level of learning which has both the individual and social relevance. Secondly, higher education stands for college or university education which too, has both individual and social relevance. It is tertiary level of education and includes the education in colleges, universities and centers of advance studies. This education is beyond the level of post higher secondary education and refers to colleges and universities. But in fact higher educational institutions include professional schools in the field of Law, Theology, Medicine, Business, Music and Art etc. It also includes other institutions like Teachers’ Training Schools and Technological Institutions. Moreover, institutions for training of highly skilled specialists in the field of economics, science, technology and culture of various types of higher levels are treated as Higher Educational Institutions. Higher education is accepted as a vehicle for sustainable development and is realized as a powerful tool to build a knowledgeable society. It is the strongest instrument to make the mankind productive, progressive and powerful. It creates professional statesmen, politician, thinkers, future teachers, researchers, economists, scientists, social activists, knowledge worker and above all the novel human beings who will serve the state or society as effective citizens.

3. Background of Higher Education

In India, Higher Education had its roots in early time. It is the outcome of a long socio-historical process of evolution. From the workings of few Chinese travelers like Fa-hien, Tsang and I-Tsing who visited India in the 5th and 7th century A.D., we have known centers of learning and enquiry at Taxila, Kanchipuram, Nalanda, Odantapuri, Sri Dharryakataka, Kashmiria and Vikramashila. Between 629 A.D. to 645 A.D., when Hiuen – Tsang came to India, he found Nalanda University is flourishing a Buddhist center of learning. Nalanda at that time got a world-wide reputation and they follow in sincerity the precepts of the moral laws. The rules of this convent are severe and all the priests are bound to observe them. The country people of India respect them and follow them.”

Vikramashila, founded in around 800 A.D. Here grammar, metaphysics, logic, ritualistic books were taught by 108 resident monks and priests. Takhashhila, whose site is now in Pakistan was a seat of higher learning in Buddhist literature as well as a Brahamic intellectual center. Here, pupils could get instructions in almost any subject, religious or secular, from the Vedas to Mathematics and medicine, astrology and archery. The admission by measure of excellence, interactive ways of learning combined with intellectual honesty made them world famous. With the establishment of the British Raj in India, India got the Western Education. In the pre-independence period there was very limited access to higher education. From the year 1883 till the independence both the numbers of colleges and enrolment of students in India was very low. Table 1, below shows the picture of higher Education in India from pre-independence to post-independence.
4. Higher Education in India: Post Independence Era

Indian higher education system has undergone massive expansion in post-independent India with a national resolve to establish several Universities, Technical Institutes, Research Institutions and Professional / Non-professional Colleges all over the country to generate and disseminate knowledge coupled with the noble intention of providing easy access to higher education to the common Indian. The Public initiatives played a dominant and controlling role in this phase. Most of the Universities were Public institutions with powers to regulate academic activities on their campuses as well as in their areas of jurisdiction through the affiliating system. Even the private institutions enjoyed large-scale financial support in the form of grants from the public exchequer. Private funds as well as individuals played key roles in the cause of higher education. The ministry of education took the step in the higher education institutional schemes and pushing forward in the drive towards globalization. Students, academic staff and curricula are transformed and exchanged between institutions, accreditation agencies. It is only the developments of globalization and liberalization which will play a crucial role in setting the aims, role and functions of the university in the near future. In the last decade, the system of higher education has undergone vast changes. Higher education occupies a special position in the education system of any country. It influences all levels of education, it influences every important national activity, it provides manpower for many areas like production, planning, management and technological development. It influences on the future of the nation through ideas and innovations. The importance of higher education has been expressed by Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru, first Prime Minister of India, in his address to convocation of Allahabad University in 1947:

“A University stands for humanism, for tolerance, for reason, for the adventure of ideas and for the search of truth. It stands for the onward march of the human race towards even higher objects. If the universities discharge their duties adequately, then it will be well with the nation and the people”.

The expansion of Higher education in India after Post Independence is phenomenal. It is more than half a century ever since the government initiated a planned development of higher education in the country particularly with the establishment of University Grants Commission in 1953. During 1950 and 2012 the number of universities has increased from 20 to about 659, and colleges from 695 to 33023, and teachers from 15,000 to 9.46 lakhs. Consequently, enrollment of students has increased from a mere of 0.1 million in 1950 to 25.9 million (UGC Report 2012). From 1980 to 1990 a rapid change took place in the domain of higher education. The global economy is only now beginning to bear upon the international role of higher education. Universities are at present engaged in enrolling international students, becoming partners in inter-institutional schemes and pushing forward in the drive towards globalization. Students, academic staff and curricula are transformed and exchanged between institutions, accreditation agencies. It is only the developments of globalization and liberalization which will play a crucial role in setting the aims, role and functions of the university in the near future. In the last decade, the system of higher education has been reviewed by both government commissioned committees as well as others, for reforms from different perspectives. The focus of these studies broadly has been on the lines of:

I. growth of institutions,
II. access to higher education and

India occupies an important position in respect of higher Education. India’s position in the field of Higher Education system is 3rd after the United States and China. After independence numbers of both the Higher Educational Institutions and number of students have been increasing. The Table:2 and 3 will support the picture described above:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>1983</th>
<th>1928</th>
<th>1947</th>
<th>1961-62</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of colleges</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>307</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of enrollment</td>
<td>16,088</td>
<td>90,677</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: http://www.education.nic.in

Table 1: Status of Higher Education in India from pre- independence to post independence

5. Influence and current status of Higher Education in India

Experiences of the past for further progress in the present and the future.
6. Place of Women in Higher Education in India

In India, women education started in the British period though it was limited only to primary school level education and only the richer section of the society enjoyed the facility. In 1854 the East India Company acknowledged women’s education. The literacy rate for women increased from 2% in 1882 to 6% only in 1947. It goes without saying that for century’s higher education of women was neglected. It is fact that in post-independence era the female literacy rate was 8.9%. So, in 1958, the Govt. of India appointed a National Committee for Women Education. The committee submitted the report in favor of women education and Govt. of India accepted it.

There is a possibility of revolutionary change in India’s higher education by the participation of Women. It is now seen that enrolment of women in higher educational institutions are growing day by day. In some elite institutions also we find a good number of female students. It is also found that in some competitive higher educational institutions women are gaining entry without availing gender quota. Since independence we find a phenomenal growth in respect of women students’ enrollment in higher education. In the year 1947, less than 10% of the total women enrolment has increased up to 41.5% in the year 2010-11. The literacy rate before independence was 2.6% in 1961 to 15.3% by the year 2001. Now as per the report of census 2011, the male literacy rate is 82.14% while female literacy rate is 65.46%.

Now it is the time to recognize the women’s role to make society as well as education. They have all kinds of potentiality to make or building the society than that of men. Since initiation of the society women’s deprived from all kinds of facilities like education, culture etc. most of the time authority of the women like ‘moral’, father, husband and society create hindrance on their forward looking thinking. But now we can see that the attitude towards women’s education has been changed.

7. Conclusion

There have been considerable advancements in the field of higher education over the years, and it continues to develop and change in response to the changing needs of the academic world. Considering the importance of higher education, policy makers and administrators have to understand the trends and contemporary issues about the higher education in order to improve the higher education systems. This study underlines the expansion of higher education during the period of pre and post-independence era which contribute to an increased under-standing of the growth of higher education institutions, enrollment, faculty and University level institutions, place of women in higher education.
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